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Introduction
Since 2009 introduction of effective justice system oriented towards interests and welfare
of juveniles becomes one of the priorities of Georgian government; criminal justice reform
inter-sectoral coordination committee adopts a juvenile justice reform strategy;
The strategy is oriented towards prevention of juvenile crime, sophistication of the existing
legislation, also towards rehabilitation and reintegration of juveniles in conflict with the law.
The Ministry of Corrections and Legal Assistance of Georgia elaborates juvenile justice
system development concept; the ministry actively collaborates with international and local
non-governmental organizations; as a result the following services and programs are
introduced in juvenile facility:





psychosocial service
methodology for individual sentence planning
various rehabilitative educational and sports activities
professional skills development programs

In the background of ongoing reforms, on August 8th, 2012 media broadcasted information
about unrest in juvenile facility, as a result of which infrastructure was damaged, and
juveniles were transferred to Rustavi penitentiary institutions # 16 and # 17.
Later 11 juveniles were charged (3 were charged with organizing the unrest, 8 were charged
with active participation) and were placed in juvenile department of Gldani institution # 8.
After this event the psychosocial unit of GCRT attempted to organize crisis intervention and
rehabilitation works, which was possible only after footage reflecting torture and inhuman
treatment in prisons was revealed and a new minister was appointed - since September 24,
2012. It is noteworthy that since August 8th, until September 24th, despite GCRT’s numerous
attempts, the organization was not permitted to meet inmates.
In the process of crisis intervention and rehabilitation it was clearly revealed that during last
year juvenile inmates were systematically subjected to torture and inhuman treatment.
Juveniles who participated in August 8th 2012 riot report, that violence and insult from the
side of the administration was systemic, which became the reason for riot. Information
provided by the juveniles about violence and inhuman treatment on the one hand, and the
necessity of studying their mental health condition on the other, revealed the need for
conducting research.
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Research Description
Aim of study:
The main goal of research was studying mental health condition of juvenile inmates and
exploring the facts related to prison riot – its causal factors, its course and results.
Additionally our goal was to study the psychosocial history of inmates.

Study participants:
51 juveniles aged 16-18 participated in the study. Out of 51 study participants, 44 took part
in August riot, 6 entered the institution after August 8th. 38 juveniles were administered
mental health screening tool (78 % of participants), and based on revealed needs in depth
interviews were conducted with 14 juveniles (36 %).

Research Methodology
Survey was chosen as a method for the study

In order to explore juvenile’s social history, development of his antisocial behavior,
issues related to riot and situation in the institution, a semi-structured in-depth interview
was used. The in-depth interview was elaborated by GCRT’s research team, based on
conversations with experts on juvenile issues. The interview consists of several parts:
demographic data, juvenile’s social history, educational history, violence in the institution,
riot and its reasons. Each part unites relevant research topics.

Mental health screening questionnaire SQIFA and in-depth interview SIFA were
selected for studying juveniles’ mental health condition. These screening instruments have
been elaborated in Great Britain and are used to assess all juveniles within justice system.
The screening questionnaire consists of 8 blocks, each block studies mental health area
(alcohol use, drug use, posttraumatic stress disorder, depression, behavior disorder, selfharm, anxiety). Each block consists of two questions; the need for in depth interviewing is
determined based on answers to these questions. Juveniles with high index of risk are
administered in depth interviews in relevant area/areas.

To study the situation within the institution and to explore in depth issues related to
riot, 4 staff members1 of various penitentiary institutions were interviewed. They worked in
one of the justice system institutions in the time of riot (some of them still work in the
1

people interviewed: the current director of juvenile facility who was appointed in October 2012, and
before that was the assistant to chairman of penitentiary department and supervised the juvenile reform
direction; psychologist of accused juveniles’ department of Gldani #8 prison, who had contact with
juveniles since their transfer after the riot to Gldani prison and provided psychological counseling to
them since second half of September 2012, until their return to Avchala; two social workers of Avchala
facility who occupied this position from 2010 until the aftermath of the riot.
GCRT, 2013
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system in the same or different position) and had relationship with juveniles before or after
the riot.

Research procedure
Research started in October 2012 in Rustavi institution, where the majority of juveniles had
been transferred. Interviews were conducted individually with juveniles; 11 juveniles, who
were charged with organizing the riot and active participation, were interviewed in Gldani #
8 institution. Since February 2013 the research continued in Avchala juvenile facility, after it
was renovated and juveniles were transferred from Rustavi. During transfer period the
research was terminated, afterwards juveniles showed certain resistance – they reluctantly
agreed on interviews, in case of agreement on the interview they didn’t provide
comprehensive information, refused to answer some of the questions, especially those
related to riot. There were cases of denying the violence in prison, and even denying the
fact of riot.
The interviewing of juveniles went on from October 2012 until March 2013. The staff
members of institutions were interviewed in May. The interviews were conducted by
psychologists and psychiatrists of the organization who have multi-year experience of
working with juvenile inmates.
All juveniles who participated in August 2012 riot were interviewed and screened with
SQIFA; those juveniles who required in depth evaluation were identified and additionally
evaluated. In parallel, juveniles who entered the facility after the riot were interviewed.

Study Results

Crime and length of sentence
The majority of the interviewed juveniles talks openly about the committed crime, they
name the article, according to which they were convicted, however they don’t describe the
specific crime history. The majority serves their second or third sentence. 75% are convicted
of theft, robbery and burglary, 18 % - murder, 7 % serve their sentence for illegal crossing of
border, fraud, resisting police, illegal possessing or carrying of weapons. Several juveniles
report that they haven’t committed any crime and they are unfairly convicted. The average
length of inmates’ sentence is 5.7 years. Minority of juveniles serves their sentence
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according to the so called combination principle, including those crimes which they have
committed before the age of 142.

Realization of crime
Large part of juveniles is less likely to foresee the expected results of their behavior. When
talking about their crime, almost every juvenile mentions that they haven’t thought about
the consequences. Juveniles who are sentenced for murder report that they had no
intention to harm anyone; in such cases the crime is usually committed in the state of
affect, i.e.: “I went there, I went to beat up someone, I didn’t want to stab him, but he
started screaming and gathered everybody around and I stabbed him”, “the huge fight
started, it was very chaotic, I also started to fight, I had a knife in my pocket and I hit him, at
first I could see only darkness, something like a hole, I only came to my senses when people
started screaming – “he stabbed him, he stabbed him”. In seldom cases juveniles say that
they have thought about the consequences but they had no choice.
Among the reasons of crime juveniles most frequently mention non-sober state. “I violated
law, but every time I would do that, it was not my fault, I was drunk’, “we stole alcohol from
supermarket, we were drunk”; they also frequently mention peer influence – “we just went
in there, took the money and left, we were drunk, If I had been alone, I wouldn’t have done
that”. Interest is rarely named – “I was interested and that’s why I did it”, also financial need
– “I wanted to give money to my parents”, “I thought about the consequences but I couldn’t
die starving”.
The majority of juveniles realize the damage caused by their actions, damage caused to the
victim, to themselves and their family members, “the person from whom I stole suffered”,
“who was damaged? The shop owner”, “he, whom I stabbed, his health was damaged”, “my
parents went through a lot”, “I suffer, I spend my best years here” –juvenile inmates share.
When talking about breaking the law in general, majority of juveniles think that everyone
should obey the law “otherwise there would be a complete chaos”, however they think that
in some cases it is possible and admissible to break the law – “you can break the law when
you are drunk, when you are out of your mind, when you are in need, for contempt and
revenge, when your goal is pay back and you don’t care about the law any more”, “it is
admissible to break the law if you have to survive”.
While understanding their crime, several respondents exclude the desire to repeat such a
behavior – “when I get out of here, I won’t steal, I’ll work”, “what have I done? I wanted to
help my family, and how did I do that? By ending up here?”, “I won’t break the law any
more, not a chance, I won’ be back here, when I get out, I will apply to the university”.

2

According to Georgian legislation age for corrections is 14.
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Minority of juveniles thinks that obeying the law is not necessary – “those who want to obey
the law, will do so, those who don’t - will break it”, some of them view violation of law as
style of life – “I have never lived according to laws, I live without laws, what I did was right”;
such juveniles explicitly show their positive attitude and belonging to criminal subculture,
which is obvious when they talk about their future plans – “I don’t plan to work, It’s not my
thing”, “I won’t work, decent guys work”

Social context: family
The majority of the research participants lived in dysfunctional families before
incarceration; Study of their social history reveals the following risk factors functioning on
family level:

separation from parent/parents

decease of parent/parents

conflict/complicated relationship with parent

ambivalent attitude towards parents
More than half of the interviewed juveniles (approx. 60 %) live with grandparents or
relatives. The most frequent reason for separation from parents is immigration of parents in
order to find a job abroad; death cases are rare; some juveniles whose one parent is dead,
have another parent, mainly father, but do not have relationship with him. 20 % live with
one of the parents and 20% with both parents. Juveniles who have parents but don’t have
relationship with them show their concern – “I love my grandparents but they can’t replace
parents”, “separation from parents was very hard for me, I miss them all the time and I feel
lonely, I talk to them on the phone several times a day but it’s not enough”, “my
grandfather comes to visit me, but parents are different”.
Juveniles often describe conflict or ambivalent attitude towards parents or those who take
care of them; Conflict relationships are mainly with males – fathers, uncles, and
indifferent/neutral attitude with males as well as grandmothers and grandfathers; large part
of juveniles positively describes attitude towards mother/sister. The conflicts are mainly
related to juveniles’ and parents’ different positions, on various issues (studying, clothing,
being home late etc.). “I am independent, I have my own opinion on everything, I listen to
mom, but I don’t always consider her ideas”, “No one’s opinion matters, sometimes I tell
things to mom and sister”.
Despite various problems, the vast majority of juveniles mentions that family is important
and prior; the above mentioned attitude is confirmed when juveniles talk about crime.
When speaking of the damage caused by their actions, they often mention that their family
members suffered most.
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The respondents speak less about their family member’s opinions related to their
incarceration. It is noticeable that this topic is painful for them; several juveniles mentioned
that they ask their mothers not to visit them because they don’t want mothers to see them
in prison. Generally family members regularly visit juveniles; however they don’t talk about
their imprisonment.

Educational history
Studying of juveniles’ educational history reveals important risk-factors related to school
and learning. Among them most often are:

regular truancy from school

expulsion from school

difficulties in learning

conflict/complicated relationship with teachers and pupils
As juveniles report, the majority of them have difficulties in learning, which become
apparent in 6-7th grades. This period coincides with practice of missing school and in some
cases often experiencing school expulsion and changing school. Only several respondents
describe school, learning and teachers positively.
Among school problems juveniles often name conflict relationship with school staff, mainly
with teachers and rarely with mandatours; they also talk about conflict with peers. Juveniles
also speak about the forms of response from the side of school on their undesirable
behavior, which is mainly oriented at punishment. “I was expelled from school when I was in
10th grade, because of fight with mandatour – I didn’t have a school pass with me, and he
wouldn’t let me in, I asked him – you know me, I study in this school please let me in, he still
wouldn’t let me enter the building, I insulted him, they called the police, the neighborhood
inspector sentenced me with 10 days of house arrest . . . they gave such characterization in
my school that no other school accepted me”.
Juveniles’ negative attitude towards teachers is striking “I had 80 year old teachers and they
hated me”, “I was naughty since childhood, and I had a bad name, that’s why I was blamed
for everything, whether a table would be damaged or a window broken, I was always
“guilty””. As for peer conflicts, juveniles report they were related mostly to the period of
transferring to a new school.
Despite apparent negative attitudes, school is important to the majority of juveniles,
because that’s where they obtained friends, learned about relationships and in rare casesstudied. All juveniles participating in the study attended school in the institution before riot.
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Mental health condition
Mental health screening revealed that 37 % of juveniles have significant problems and
require in depth evaluation; 29 % belong to the risk group, and 34 % do not have any
apparent mental health problems.
Part of juveniles (66 %) that has various degrees of mental health problems, most often has
behavioral disorders (61 %), PTSD symptoms (29%), self harm (23.5%), depression (21%) and
anxiety (18.5%). Problems related to alcohol and drug use are relatively rare (see table 1).
Table 1. Problems revealed through
screening (%)
Alcohol
10.6
Drugs
2.6
PTSD
29
Depression
21
Behavior disorders
61
Self-harm
23.5
Anxiety
18.5

As mental health screening revealed 36 % (14 inmates) of juveniles have high degree of
mental health problems, which require in depth evaluation.
Results of in depth interview analysis show that more than half of juveniles (8 juveniles)
have problems only in one area, 6 juveniles describe two or more mental health problems.
Like screening data, the major problem is behavior disorder (9 juveniles – 64 %), self harm (7
juveniles – 50 %), and posttraumatic symptoms (6 juveniles – 42 %).
The severity of mental health problems was assessed with Likert 5 point scale (from 1 to 5).
The data suggest that 78 % of juveniles (11 cases) have mildly expressed problems, 42 % (6
juveniles) have medium level problems and 35 % (5 cases) have severe problems affecting
their everyday lives. As mentioned above, juveniles have problems in two or more areas.
Juveniles’ most typical problems are presented below according to the areas of behavior
disorders, PTSD and self harm.

Behavior disorders: juveniles who have been identified as having behavioral
disorders have following characteristics: frequent arguing, initiating fights, aggressive
behavior, lying, frequent absence from school (before incarceration), and breaking rules.
The majority of juveniles don’t view their behavior as problematic, they think that these
problems do not hinder them in everyday lives, and refuse to accept professional assistance.
Only several of them admit having problems and see the need for help.
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PTSD: when talking about traumatic experience, juveniles often describe experience
related to penitentiary institution, only in rare cases they talk about death of a loved one,
and witnessing someone’s death before incarceration. Juveniles list problems related to
sleep most often – insomnia, difficulties in falling asleep, vigilant sleep and traumatic
dreams. Apart from this, juveniles mention fixed thoughts about their traumatic
experiences, feeling of anger, helplessness, and guilt. Unlike behavior disorders, PTSD
related problems are severely perceived by the inmates and the majority of them are ready
to accept professional assistance.

Self-harm: in some cases juveniles refer to self harm to cope with unbearable
conditions, and in other cases for pleasure – “I was so furious, I couldn’t handle so much
humiliation any more, I thought that way I could protect myself”, “I do it when I can’t do
anything else, as if the adrenalin in me transfers on to the skin, and it also has certain
pleasure to it”. Such behavior is not perceived as a problem for the majority of juveniles and
they don’t see any need for professional assistance.

Prerequisites and reasons of riot
The large part of juveniles puts physical violence in the first place among riot reasons mainly their beating and insult of family members and relatives, which was inflicted by the
prison administration; it is noteworthy that none of them talk about violence among
juveniles.
Many inmates talk about verbal insults, other types of restrictions are rarely mentioned –
buying food, watching TV; such minor violations of restrictions or internal order would often
become the reason for physical or verbal insult. As juveniles report it was prohibited to
enter the swimming pool without a T-shirt, visits of their family members, food purchases
were restricted etc. One of the juveniles recalls “they would cut off power, turn off the TV,
turn off water, the computers would be turned off and for days we couldn’t buy staff”.
The majority of the interviewed inmates has been the victim of physical violence at least
once, however some of them mention that they knew how to behave in order not to get
punished and they have never been beaten and some of them state that their inviolability
was guaranteed from the department.
Whether the juveniles were victims of physical violence or not, or whether they admitted it
or not, almost every inmate talks about violence in the facility, which became more and
more unbearable, “it was becoming like “Gldani, the administration kept pushing us, we
couldn’t say anything to anyone, we could count only on each other” – reports one of the
inmates.
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Conversations with juveniles reveal that physical violence mainly took place at night, by the
administration staff, mainly in the basement of the building, and in some cases in the room
of the prison director; in order to cover the traces of violence the administration forced the
juveniles to cancel or postpone their family visits, not to attend working meeting with
psychologist or social worker; one inmate recalls the words of administration staff member:
“if you tell them, they will tell us and we’ll beat you again”.
As for the reasons of violence and insult from the administration, as one inmate mentions:
“. . . .no reason was needed”, frequently the reasons for physical violence would be laughing
at the lesson, ripping of the paper from a note-book, throwing a cigarette, going into the
pool without a T-shirt; one of the experts recalls a narration of a former prisoner about a
story of one of the inmates who was from the same village as one of the staff members of
the facility who beat him only because no one could have doubts about his “justice”, “. . . I
beat others without reason, so I have to beat you, otherwise they will think I’m patronizing
you”.
The majority of the respondents state that apart from physical violence, insult and
inadequate attitude towards their parents and family members was another reason for riot,
however they rarely talk about specific cases; one of the inmates recalls “. . . they made my
father bounce in front of me”, “they took my little brother’s diapers off”; experts also talk
about improper treatment of family members; as they report, apart from the described
insulting behaviors, attitude towards female visitors was a significant problem (which is not
reported by the inmates themselves); experts recall that this problem was not only in
relation to family members of the inmates, but also towards some female staff members;
the administration was informed about is multiple times.
Experts also confirm the facts of violence and improper treatment towards juvenile inmates.
Some of the experts talk about violence from administration, as well as from one part of
juveniles; as they report juvenile inmates are united in a certain hierarchical system, on top
of which stands a criminal authority, the so called “watcher - the guy who watches over
everything in prison”. He is the most privileged among inmates, collaborates with
administration, has authority among other inmates and administration and has a range of
privileges, i.e. he can remain in juvenile prison even after he turns 18, can use individual
visits, which is not possible for other inmates; (there are simultaneous visits for three
inmates in one space), apart from this, the criminal authority makes such important
decisions as organizing an event, participation of inmates in various activities, the so called
“turning into chicken3”, and at the same time punishing other inmates. As experts report,
often these criminal authorities, or juveniles close to them engaged in violence towards
other juveniles which had different forms. One of the experts remembers a case when
family members of a prisoner brought him a pair of sneakers. The next day the criminal

3

turning into chicken – sexual violence and isolation of a prisoner from the rest of the inmates
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authority was telling that G.M “presented him a pair of sneakers”. The already released
prisoners who have informal communication with facility’s staff recall that specific
authority’s period as “black era” because of frequent and severe physical violence.
According to experts, throughout one year before the riot, the institute of the criminal
authority underwent certain alterations, which was reflected on decrease of violence in the
first place; each new criminal authority exerted less and less violence towards inmates and
had less privileges, i.e. one of the last criminal authorities was transferred to adult prison
the very next day after turning 18, he never had individual visits and as the released
prisoners tell, had never beaten anyone during his stay in prison. Apart from this, experts
think that collaboration between the criminal authority and administration decreased as
well; as they report, the criminal authorities had less and less relationship with
administration and other staff members of the facility, unlike their predecessors, who could
be seen together with administration and staff more often than with juvenile inmates;
As experts think, the mentioned changes - both decrease in violence from the criminal
authority, and weakening of collaboration with administration were determined by personal
characteristics of the last criminal authority, “he was not the type of person whom you
could force to do anything”, “. . . he was not a violator, aggressor, he wouldn’t beat
anyone”, however they don’t exclude the version that administration intentionally
attempted to weaken the institute of “the watcher”. As experts recall, at the time of one of
the criminal authorities “it was impossible to do anything without his permission”, “in fact,
we had two directors, when he (the criminal authority) was at the meeting with a
psychologist, we were waiting for him to come out, we knew that asking the boys to come
downstairs to the psychologists would be nonsense, nobody would come downstairs
without his permission, as soon as he would finish and go upstairs, the boys would start
coming downstairs”.
The situation changed after that criminal authority was transferred to adult prison. “When
K.G. became the criminal authority, boys would be called from downstairs – G.I go to the
psychologist”; experts think that probably such action can be interpreted as public
demonstration of the criminal authority’s incapacity, through this administration tries to
show the inmates that the criminal authority no longer controls the situation.
Administration punished one of the criminal authorities (not the main one) and put him into
one-man cell, this fact can also be viewed as an attempt to weaken the criminal authority’s
institute; however experts don’t have information on reasons or any other details of this
case, therefore its direct interpretation is impossible.
The “weakening” of criminal authority’s institute is accompanied by two important
circumstances: on the one hand administration appoints a parallel criminal authority, who is
characterized as easily manipulated and volatile, and is radically different from the main
criminal authority, who is left by the previous criminal authority (as it seems the
administration cannot influence this decision) and on the other hand, administration and
prison staff themselves start violence towards juveniles, and as every new criminal authority
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is less violent, the intensity and frequency of violence from the side of administration
increases; however it is unknown if there is any causal relation between these two events,
and if there is, what kind of relation it is – administration starts violence as a response to
decrease of violence from the side of the criminal authorities, or it starts violence to take
away this function from the criminal authority.
We gather interesting information on appointment of the criminal authority that was in
charge when the riot was organized. The main criminal authority entered the facility several
months before the riot and very soon became the favorite of the administration, “. . . it was
obvious that they wanted him to become a criminal authority” – one expert mentions; it is
unknown who appointed the second criminal authority – administration or the former
criminal authority; as one expert reports the criminal authority was not allowed to leave
another criminal authority after him, another expert mentions that the easily excitable
criminal authority was appointed exactly by the previous criminal authority; either way,
there are two criminal authorities in the lead of hierarchy again; the first, who does not
collaborate with administration, but has respect of inmates, and the second who can easily
be manipulated; this is already the third pair who are characterized by contradictory
personal characteristics by the experts.
The main criminal authority, who is usually appointed by the previous one, (the latter may
be an exception) is characterized by experts as earnest, wise person, who doesn’t
collaborate with administration, and the second criminal authority, who is appointed by
administration, is distinguished by his hot temper, is easily manipulated and collaborates
with administration. The mentioned regularity confirms the assumption that the processes
are controlled and administration intentionally “selects” criminal authorities; however as
our obtained information shows, appointment of the main criminal authority is only his
predecessor’s function; apparently this does not exclude the possibility of influence on
criminal authority or his appointment; the fact that the last criminal authority is the
administration’s favorite also confirms this assumption.
Several days after appointment there was confrontation between the new criminal
authorities and administration; it happened in the director’s room, in the daytime and was
seen by every staff member and inmates, who were in the facility at that moment; despite
this, when discussing the reasons for riot, none of the inmates or other experts has talked
about this incident. Real reasons of confrontation are unknown, though there are several
assumptions. Experts who confirm the mentioned confrontation think the reason could be
the administration’s attempt to control the criminal authority; as they think the
administration made a mistake when they appointed J. B as criminal authority, they couldn’t
realize that he was very smart and could not be manipulated.
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Experts think that exactly this confrontation became the reason for riot, and not violence in
the facility; “every single juvenile had a reason to riot, but could not do it until J. B and K. D
became criminal authorities”. As they think the existing violence in the institution created
an important readiness for opposition, however it couldn’t have become the reason for riot,
if it wouldn’t have been initiated by the criminal authority, and the criminal authority
himself was traditionally the violator. The experts also presume that the criminal authorities
used the accumulated charge and readiness in the facility and organized the riot as revenge,
in response to their insult. According to one of the experts it is highly likely that the hottempered criminal authority would protest against his- as criminal authority’s insult, though
the expert does not exclude the version that the new criminal authorities opposed against
violence in the facility, as it is reported by juvenile inmates.
One of the experts has a different version about the reasons of riot. The expert does not
exclude violence from the side of administration, however thinks that this was not the real
reason; according to one of the versions, the expert thinks that the riot was organized by
the criminal authority (or authorities), who tried to gain respect among the inmates.
Information provided by other experts contradicts this assumption, according to them the
new criminal authorities had huge respect of inmates; the experts think that “everybody
would happily obey the main criminal authority”. According to the second version the riot is
related to loss of the so called “collective money”, in this version, the criminal authority
organized the riot to cover this incident.
Another assumption about the possible reasons of riot is related to psychosocial unit of the
facility, which started functioning 18 months before the riot and represented the result of
the ongoing reforms in the country. According to some experts, among the riot reasons
juveniles named the meetings with psychologists and social workers – “they ask us too
many questions” – one expert recalls the narration by a juvenile. The experts think that the
existence of this unit itself could not become the reason for riot, but can be presumed as
one of the contributing factors. They think that the social unit was staffed with young
female specialists, and this was negatively reflected on juveniles. As they report this issue
was brought forward by the administration multiple times.
Other experts have a different opinion about this issue. Part of experts thinks that the
facility’s administration intentionally tried to discredit psychosocial service and stirred
negative attitudes towards them. “. . . The administration played a double game” – one
expert recalls. “they would summon us, and would ask for information about one of the
juveniles, the boys would see us go to the administration building, and then they were being
told, your social worker said these things about you . . . very soon we had doubts that there
were hidden cameras”; experts think that through these cameras the administration has
access to the content of conversation between the juvenile and the social worker or
psychologist, which was afterwards used to discredit the psychosocial service.
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There were cases, when during violence towards juveniles administration would blame the
social service; administration prohibited putting on shorts in summer, or going to the pool
without T-shirt stating that females worked in the facility. As experts think discrediting the
psychosocial service was supported by the fact that the administration asked for such things
which were not included in their job requirements, i.e. they were asked to control the
phone calls, to carry food in long-visit building etc. Some experts think that discrediting was
greatly contributed by the fact that their authority was much less, than it is defined by their
professional duties. “I don’t remember a case where anybody was taken to pre-release, or
even appointed an additional visit based on my conclusion”; these circumstances become
even more noteworthy in the aftermath of the riot, when as experts report, the facility’s
staff openly blamed the psychosocial service for how the events developed, “they thought
they were in a camp, that’s why they dared so much, come on now and approach me
individually” – one expert recalls the words of the facility’s staff member.
These events become even more noteworthy after media broadcasts the materials
reflecting inhuman treatment of inmates in prisons, and when the press releases
information about several employees of the psychosocial service who are accused of
improper treatment of juveniles. All the above mentioned confirms that the psychosocial
service was intentionally discredited.
The psychosocial service staff was not the only one whom the administration tried to
discredit. As experts report administration tried not to let inmates be in trusting relationship
with anybody. They recall the events related to rugby circle, which took place shortly before
the riot; as they recall, during last 6 months the rugby trainers trained the boys free of
charge, after the trainings they would stay and spend time with inmates and talk to them
(this is the period when they have a non-violent criminal authority, who does not
collaborate with administration, hence does not control everyone’s’ talks) as experts say the
administration has no means to control these processes (the meetings take place in the
yard, where there are no cameras installed) and starts to manipulate with religious themes.
As experts mention juveniles start to refuse going to rugby one after another, stating that
when playing rugby they fall in “sin of rage”, out of 57 registered juveniles, only 3 who wish
to attend, remain. Experts think that religion occupied an important place among various
means of violence and manipulation, and administration used it successfully. “When I
worked in the facility, I was sure that there was no violence towards juveniles . . but I would
constantly wonder, how can all the 160 people be equal believers . . .the Muslim boys would
become Christians two months after entering the facility . . . .I think that it was profitable
(the way to survive) for them”. Using religion as a means of manipulation is confirmed by
the narrative of a juvenile about a priest, who also collaborates with administration.
Thus, despite multiple versions, all sources confirm existence of various forms of violence in
the facility, whose addressees are the majority of juveniles and their family members.
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However unlike inmates, experts think that violence was not the real reason of riot; one
part of them thinks that probably the riot is the criminal authorities’ personal revenge
against administration, which intentionally tries to weaken the institute and influence of
criminal authority. Second part of experts thinks that riot is action organized solely by
criminal authority, though thinks that the reason was to cover the disappearance of “the
collective money”, or to gain influence on inmates. It is noteworthy that the expert’s views
do not coincide with information provided by juveniles; however both confirm presence of
violence in the institution.

Riot organization
Juveniles don’t talk about when violence started and when it reached its peak, how they
came up with the idea of riot and how it was organized.
For some part of juveniles the riot was expected, but not previously agreed, “the boys came
in, said let’s start, and we started”, “nobody told me anything, but I had heard something
about it, that one day it would burst out. . . I agreed with that”. For some it was totally
unexpected (probably for new inmates) “I don’t know whether it was planned or not, I
didn’t know”, “I was sleeping, when I woke up, everything was already finished”; and for
other part it was a result of a spontaneous decision “we said, let’s start, and started
straightaway”; minority of juveniles says that it was organized in advance, though does not
provide sufficient information on details, their narration has mainly emotional content “I
was one of the organizers, we couldn’t bear it any more, either we had to riot, or go crazy”.
Information provided by the experts, as well as by juveniles puts the assumption about
spontaneous start of riot under question. Research results directly show that riot was
organized in advance and was planned and implemented by the very narrow circle of
inmates – the criminal authorities, and probably other inmates close to them; it is possible
that certain part of inmates was not informed about the riot, consequently was not involved
in the planning process.
Based on the information they have, some experts think that administration knew about the
expected riot; as they report they received this information at the time of transfer of
juveniles from juvenile facility to adult prison, with the so called “quarantine”; in the
“quarantine” period the newcomers are subjected under special physical violence and
psychological pressure (probably from administration staff and probably from privileged
inmates); experts think that that’s exactly when some newly entered inmates were
“broken” and administration received information about the expected riot.
This information is not confirmed, however it is important because of the fact that after the
riot two sacks of metal pins were discovered in the building; the majority of experts
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confirms this fact, however a part of experts thinks that it is impossible for the
administration to be unaware of existence of these pins in the closed type institution, where
entrance and exit of every single person is strictly controlled; additionally as experts say
several weeks before the riot the institution was checked (in mid-July); some experts think
that it would be possible for administration not to notice metal pins, because the inmates
could dissemble ventilators, beds, etc. and this could remain unnoticed by security service
and administration.
Those experts who think that probably administration knew about the riot, presume that
probably administration was also interested in riot, and they didn’t prevent it, i.e. this would
give them opportunity to blame psychosocial service.

The aftermath of riot
After the riot the majority of juveniles (excluding organizers and sexual minority) were
transferred to Rustavi #16 and #17 adult prisons, where they were placed separately from
adults, though during daytime they had possibility to communicate with adult prisoners.
Those inmates who were suspects in riot organization and active participation (11 juveniles)
were transferred to juvenile pre trial facility of Gldani prison. As juveniles interviewed in
Rustavi report, there have been no cases of violence after the riot; as for juveniles in Gldani,
some juveniles report that violence became even more intense there; the facts of violence
are also confirmed by our experts; as they suggest after the juveniles were transferred to
Gldani facility, one of the staff members of Avchala facility, who was directly involved in
violence when the inmates were in Avchala, was transferred to Gldani facility (maybe the
transfer was not official, but according to their information he was directly supervising the
inmates).
As one expert narrates, the juveniles were placed separately from other juveniles together
in 3-4 cells. The institution’s psychologist was demanding their visits but was not allowed
“they don’t deserve anything”, however there could have been some other reasons as well.
Our respondent recalls one occasion when one juvenile was supposed to go to the doctor
and at that moment the psychologist was asked to go into her room in order not to see the
boy. The psychologist could see the juveniles only after elections. As the juveniles
participating in riot tell (those who were charged with riot organization and active
participation), after transfer to Gldani they were experiencing horrible insults and violence,
“they were denudating us, they made one boy stand on the chair nude and dance”, “at
midnight they would make us raise our hands and be like this for hours”, “one of the boys
was so severely beaten that the doctor thought he was burnt”.
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Despite direct serious results, the majority of the interviewed inmates assess the riot as a
positive event. Their interpretation is different; the large part of those inmates who are
satisfied with riot thinks that riot was something close to heroism and it is due to riot that
there is no more violence; other part, mainly riot organizers and active participants think
that riot was a positive event, and some of them also think that it was heroism “this was
fight against injustice, we are heroes to have dared to do such a thing”, though they think
that this was not the reason the situation changed “in fact, the result was nothing, we were
charged and this event was not even divulged, what happened afterwards (change of
political situation) changed things”.
Experts provide us with interesting information on the aftermath of riot. As they suggest, in
the period after the riot the facility’s staff openly accused the psychosocial service
employees; they (the staff) often reproved the psychosocial service staff that their attitude
towards juveniles encouraged them to dare and express their protest.
Apart from this experts mention one important detail related to hidden video recordings.
The psychosocial service staff requested these records from administration but was refused
with the reason that these recordings were destroyed during riot. However the riot took
place on the second floor of the building and did not touch the first floor where the rooms
of psychologists and social workers are located and where in experts’ opinion hidden video
cameras were installed; several days after the riot the two floors were deconstructed with
motive of renovation.
It is also important that after the riot the psychosocial service received clear instruction (the
experts don’t specify the source) to terminate contact with those NGO-s who were
providing methodological support and supervision to the staff of psychosocial service.
For some inmates the riot was unexpected and for some pre- organized, however almost
everybody expected it, for the majority this was the only way to reach out to the outside
world and stop unbearable violence; “we hoped someone would hear about us”, “we
wanted to take it to someone’s ears”, “we hoped that the Ministry would hear about it and
take care of us”. When talking about expectations the inmates often mention revanchist
ideas “they would know and they would fire the administration”.
One and half months after the riot, the media releases the hidden materials reflecting the
cases of violence and inhuman treatment in adult prisons and juvenile pre trial isolators,
therefore the government is forced to compromise and provide more or less openness of
the system. At this point seeing the juveniles becomes possible. Very soon elections are
conducted and the governing political power changes; shortly afterwards the new
government announces amnesty, charges against those inmates who were charged with riot
organization and active participation are withdrawn and the majority is amnestied. The
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small part of juveniles, mainly the riot organizers thinks that the changes are determined
only by political changes and not the riot.
Several months after the riot the renovation of Avchala facility is finished, juveniles are
transferred to new building which is differently planned and constructed. As current
administration reports there are 4-8 inmates in each cell, who are under constant
supervision.
One of the experts reports that in the aftermath of riot the influence of criminal subculture,
the so called “thieves world” became more powerful which was significantly reflected on
juvenile inmates; as the expert reports, currently the hierarchy characteristic to the criminal
subculture is maintained, a criminal authority is at the top of the hierarchy, but unlike the
previous period, he is being controlled from adult prison and agrees each decision with
those standing higher in the hierarchy – “the thieves in law”. Other experts also speak about
changes. After political changes in the country, the administration of the law enforcement
institution was changed; those staff members who were suspected of exerting violence
were discharged from their positions.
Experts think that as a result, today there is no violence towards juveniles in the facility from
administration and staff, however they talk about aggression of juveniles, about the form of
relationship between inmates and prison staff; some experts think that inmates don’t obey
administration and staff. “everything turned upside down, they hired all new staff members,
they are really good guys, with humane values, they try to help the boys in every way they
can to make them feel comfortable, but as a response they receive aggression – “you did
one thing for me today, you have to do two things tomorrow” . . . I see such helplessness . .
.”; another expert also mentions change of positions, according to the information the
expert has, the inmates in the facility agree the majority of the decisions with adult facility
and this fact is not hidden from the administration.

Summary
It is important to mention methodological deficiencies which may have affected the
reliability of the data.
Firstly, it should be mentioned that the research was carried out in prison, which
automatically restricts free actions of people and in some cases freedom of expression.
Apart from this recording gadgets are not allowed inside the facility, so audio recording with
juveniles could not be done. The presented information is based on notes taken by the
interviewers during the conversation or afterwards.
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The space where the interviews were conducted is also noteworthy – two interconnected
rooms, which did not always provide the opportunity for calm interviewing process.
And finally, the amnesty process was started during the process of research, hence the
mental health condition of some of the juveniles who were administered in depth
interviews and were participants of the research initially, could not be explored; besides
after the riot the renovation of the facility was finished, the juveniles were transferred from
Rustavi institution to Avchala and after that juveniles’ inclusion in research was significantly
reduced.
Despite all the difficulties accompanying the research process, the obtained information
enables identification of some tendencies and noteworthy assumptions.
The research results unequivocally confirm presence of violence during last years in juvenile
prison; however they don’t provide comprehensive information on forms, frequency and
intensity of violence; it can be assumed that violence wasn’t systemic, which is confirmed by
information provided by experts as well as juveniles; however it is obvious that it was not a
single case and the majority of inmates were victims of violence. The data also confirm that
in some cases violence and inhuman treatment extended to family members of inmates and
especially to females.
Information obtained as a result of research enables us to discuss several hypotheses
regarding the reasons of riot

riot as a response to administration’s organized violence
The majority of juveniles say that the reason of riot was administration’s violence towards
inmates and their family members. Experts don’t agree with this idea, part of them thinks
that violence always existed in prison but it has never been the reason even for protest, not
to mention the riot; experts think that administration’s violence contributed to
accumulation of negative charge, and created certain readiness which was efficiently used
by a small group of inmates (criminal authorities); the speech style of juveniles about the
reasons of riot also puts this idea under question – the words and phrases they use;
identical phrases spoken by juveniles may suggest that juveniles were talking with
previously prepared answers; of course, the faults which accompanied the research process
should be considered, we were unable to audio record their speech and consequently the
written records do not accurately represent their words, the sequence of words etc.
However, when talking about the riot, one of the experts speaks about identical
expressions, independently from our researchers; that expert was able to talk to juveniles
after the riot. It is also noteworthy that those juveniles, who entered the facility after the
riot and haven’t participated in it, also describe the situation identically.

riot as a response to diminishing the influence of the criminal authority’s institute
from the side of administration
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As information provided by experts reveals during last year the function of the criminal
authority significantly changed, which is seen in decrease of criminal authority’s violence
and his collaboration with administration. Exactly from this period there are two criminal
authorities in the facility, the first, who has the respect of inmates and does not collaborate
with administration, and the second, who is probably appointed by the administration with
the aim of collaboration. Also from this period administration itself starts violence. Based on
the information we have, it is impossible to define whether administration itself starts
violence to weaken the functions of the criminal authority, or criminal authority refuses
violence and administration is forced to take this function on itself. Part of experts thinks
that this can probably be determined by the criminal authority’s personal characteristics,
but does not exclude the attempt of diminishing the criminal authority’s role. The latter is
confirmed by administration’s public diminishment of criminal authority and restriction of
his privileges, i.e. his punishment, immediate transfer to adult prison after turning 18 etc.

Riot as an attempt to protect the criminal authority’s individual interests
Part of experts thinks that violence has never been unknown to the majority of inmates and
every single one of them had reason to be angry and express protest, however no one did it
until specific inmates became criminal authorities. Experts think that riot was an organized
action organized by the initiative of these specific inmates, which followed their
confrontation with administration. We don’t have any information about the details of this
confrontation and obviously this version does not exclude the above described
assumptions; the reason for this confrontation could be violence, or attempt to diminish the
criminal authority, as well as any other private interest.
Part of experts thinks that the riot reason was the criminal authority’s attempt to regain
power and authority among inmates; however this version is not confirmed by other
experts’ information about the last criminal authority’s personal features and inmates’
attitudes toward him; as experts think he was a definite leader among juvenile prisoners.
Another version is related to protection of criminal authority’s interests, according to which
the criminal authority lost the so called “collective money” and in order to cover this
incident, organized the riot. We don’ have any information confirming or rejecting this
version.
Independently from reasons that might have caused the riot, the research results
unequivocally reveal the presence of violence in the facility which was initiated by the
administration. Apart from directly exerting violence on inmates, the administration
maintained, or probably created such conditions which enabled violence and control of
inmates. It is noteworthy that according to the facility’s rules, after 6 pm (8 pm in summer)
juveniles remain without any surveillance in the residence sector, which is locked from the
outside, this evidently creates uncontrolled situation and provides high possibility of
violence among inmates, especially in such institution where juveniles with criminal
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behavior reside, and in such a group which has a strict hierarchical setting. So, even in cases
when the administration does not violate, it creates the opportunity for violence.
Apart from this administration tries to absolutely control the inmates, and uses different
means for this: listens to their talks with hidden cameras, uses obtained information to
discredit the trustworthy staff, manipulates with religious themes etc. Obviously all this
violates child’s rights and norms considered by international standards, which is negatively
reflected on juveniles’ development and decreases the possibilities of their rehabilitation
and reintegration into society.
The results of the facility’s negative affect are directly reflected on mental health condition
of juveniles. According to research results 66 % of juveniles have various degrees of mental
health problems; third out of these (37%) have significant problems requiring professional
assistance, and 29 % belong to the risk group. Among apparent problems are behavioral
problems, symptoms of PTSD, self harm, depression, anxiety; juveniles have problems in
two or more areas.
The facility and its violence cannot be solely responsible for juveniles’ mental health
problems. Studying of juveniles’ social and education histories show that the majority of
inmates experienced influence of various risk factors, acting on different levels, before
imprisonment, which can be viewed as causal factors of both criminal behavior and mental
health problems. According to the data, majority of juveniles lives in dysfunctional families,
don’t have or don’t live with parents, have conflict relationship with caregivers; regarding
their educational history, most of them had difficulties in learning, consistently missed
school, had conflict relationship with teacher or pupils; many of them have been expelled
from school.
Thus, the obtained research results about violent system of the facility, riot, juveniles’
mental health condition, and their social and educational histories definitely reveal the
necessity for revision of juvenile justice reform and timely response.
Exploring the juveniles’ social context once again confirms the necessity for strengthening
the prevention circle and development of adequate services, which will be focused on
identifying risk groups, timely intervention on individual, as well as family and school levels;
mental health condition of juveniles and high index of problems (66%) shows the necessity
for strengthening the psychosocial service in the facility.
As for violence in the facility and the riot, this clearly indicates on necessity of changes in the
facility with regard to physical space, daily agenda, rules, management style etc, which will
at the very least provide safe environment for juveniles.
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